Frame setters and V3 patterns in West Flemish
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Both Standard Dutch (StD) and West Flemich (WF) allow a range of apparent V2 violations in which an extrasentential constituent combines with a V2 clause. StD and WF differ in that the former disallows this pattern when a frame setting adjunct precedes a subject initial V2 clause:, while the pattern is acceptable in spoken WF:

(1) Als mijn tekst klaar is, ik zal je hem opsturen.*StD/✓ WF
when my text ready is, I will you it up-send
‘When my text is ready, I’ll send it to you.’

This pattern, which is reminiscent of the Kiezdeutch data in Freywald et al ((2011), is attested and has been noted in the descriptive dialect literature, but has by and large been ignored or set aside in the formal literature. After inventorizing some of the main properties of the pattern, we provide an analysis proposing that the frame setting adjunct in (1) is merged in an extra sentential discourse projection (‘FrameP’).

Much in the spirit of Mikkelsen (2015)’s work on Danish, we will argue that the microvariation between StD and WF observed in (1) hinges upon a difference in the derivation of subject initial V2 clauses.

Our account will be shown to capture the temporal interpretation associated with the frame setting adjunct in periphrastic tenses in (1).

Time permitting, we will briefly discuss the microvariation between WF V3 patterns such (1) and similar patterns in French Flemish reported in literature (Ryckeboer 2004, Vanacker 1977).